
Baryon asymmetry of the Universe
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Observed matter-antimatter asymmetry

• Main questions: Why do the Earth, the Solar system and our
galaxy consists of of matter and not of antimatter?

• Why we do not see any traces of antimatter in the universe except
of those where antiparticles are created in collisions of ordinary
particles?

• This looks really strange, as the properties of matter and antimatter
are very similar.
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Baryon asymmetry of the Universe

There are two possibilities:

• Observed universe is asymmetric and does not contain any
antimatter

• The universe consists of domains of matter and antimatter
separated by voids to prevent annihilation. The size of these
zones should be greater than 1000 Mpc, in order not to contradict
observations of the diffuse γ spectrum.

The second option, however, contradicts to the large scale isotropy of
the cosmic microwave background.

Thus, we are facing the question: Why the universe is globally
asymmetric?
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γ-rays from antiproton annihilation
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Data and expectations for the diffuse γ-ray spectrum (upper curve d =
20 Mpc, lower curve d = 1000 Mpc)
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Antiprotons in the universe

Example: antiproton-to-proton fraction in GeV: 10−7 − 10−3
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Positrons in the universe

Example: positron-to-electron fraction in GeV: 0.02− 0.2
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IF THERE ARE NO ANTI-BARYONS NOW,
WHAT KIND OF ASYMMETRY THIS

IMPLIES IN THE EARLY UNIVERSE?
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Thermal history of baryon asymmetry

• The baryon asymmetry ∆B =
nB−nB̄
nB+nB̄

today is very close to 1

• How did it evolve? What was its value in the earlier times?

• Any quark (actually, any particle) is present in the plasma if T & mq,
because of the annihilation processes q+q̄ � γ+γ (or q+q̄ � g+g)
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Thermal history of baryon asymmetry

• At early times for each 1010 quarks there is 1010 − 1 antiquark.

• Symmetric quark-antiquark background annihilates into photons
and neutrinos while the asymmetric part survives and gives rise
to galaxies, stars, planets.
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Sakharov conditions

Sakharov: To generate baryon asymmetry of the Universe 3
conditions should be satisfied

I. Baryon number should not be conserved

II. C-symmetry and CP-symmetry must be broken

III. Deviation from thermal equilibrium in the Universe expansion
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Sakharov conditions-I

• If baryon number is conserved, then in every process
ψ1 + ψ2 + · · · → χ1 + χ2 + . . .

left hand side and right hand side contain equal number of (baryons
- anti-baryons)

• Experimentally we see that baryon charge is conserved in particle
physics processes.

• As a consequence proton (the latest baryon) is stable (proton
lifetime > 6.6 × 1033 years for decays such as p → π0 + e+ or
p → π0 + µ+. This bound is 5 × 1023 times longer than the age of
the Universe

• The conservation of baryon number would mean that the total
baryon charge of the Universe remains constant in the process of
evolution.

• If initial conditions were matter-antimater symmetric – no baryon
asymmetry could have been generated
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Sakharov conditions-I

Problem. Taking the lower bound on the proton’s lifetime as its actual lifetime,
compute the amount of water one would need to observe 1 proton decay during
10 years.
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New interactions violating baryon number

• Postulate new interaction mediated but a massive gauge boson (X-
boson), transforming quarks to leptons: X → q + ` (similar to W
boson in electroweak theory where W → e+ ν̄e)

• As a consequence, the processes with X-boson exchange violate
the baryon number

• For example, the protons may decay.

The proton decays mediated by
X-boson:
⇒ p→ e+ + π0

⇒ p→ ν̄e + π+
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New interactions violating baryon number

• The proton lifetime can be estimated as

τ−1
p ∼

(
αX
M2
X

)2

m5
p

(similar to muon decay):

τ−1
µ ∼

(
αW
M2
W

)2

m5
µ

• Existing experimental bounds on the proton lifetime: τp & 1033 yrs
gives MX & 1016 GeV.

• Yukawa couplings may violate CP (Sakharov conditions).

• However, this mechanism requires new physics at E ∼MX . . .

Can we generate baryon number at lower energies?
YES!
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Quantum anomalies
(violation of classical symmetries at quantum level)
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Chiral symmetry

• Massless fermions can be left and right-chiral (left and right
moving):

(iγµ∂µ − �
��HHHm)ψ =

(
��

��*
0−m i(∂t + ~σ · ~∇)

i(∂t − ~σ · ~∇) ��
��*

0−m

)(
ψL
ψR

)
= 0

where γ5ψR,L = ±ψR,L and γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3

• Two global symmetries: ψL → eiαψL and ψR → eiβψR

• According to the Nöther theorem, one can define two independently
conserved charges that we call the number of left-movers NL =∫
d3xψ†LψL and the number of right-movers NR =

∫
d3xψ†RψR.

Linear combinations of these charges are known as fermion number NL +NR

(current ψ̄γµψ) and axial fermion numberNL−NR (current ψ̄γµγ5ψ). Again,
both are conserved independently in the free theory
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Axial anomaly

• Gauge interactions respects chirality (Dµ = ∂µ + eAµ). . .(
0 i(Dt + ~σ · ~D)

i(Dt − ~σ · ~D) 0

)(
ψL
ψR

)
= 0

The symmetry ψ → eiα(x)ψ is gauged, but the Lagrangian seemingly still
preserves both global symmetries: ψL → eiαψL and ψR → eiβψR

• . . . but the difference of left and right-movers is not conserved
anymore:

d(NL −NR)

dt
=

∫
d3~x
(
∂µj

5
µ

)
=

e2

2π2

∫
d3~x ~E · ~B 6= 0

. . . if one takes into account quantum corrections
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Reminder: Landau levels

• Recall: particle in the uniform magnetic field , parallel to z axis:
~B = (0, 0, B)

• Take Dirac equation coupled to the gauge potential ~A = (0, Bx, 0)

• Conserved quantities: energy, momenta py, pz

• Take the square of the Dirac equation to get:(
− d2

dx2
+ (eBx− py)2 − 2eBsz

)
φ = (E2 − p2

z)φ (1)

Spin projection sz = ±1
2

• The l.h.s. of (1) is just a Schödinger equation for the harmonic
oscillator with the frequency ω = 2eB, whose origin is shifted by
±eB

• The energy levels of harmonic oscillators εn = ω(n+ 1
2), n ≥ 0
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Reminder: Landau levels

• Therefore, the spectrum of Eq. (1) is given by

E2
n − p2

z = eB(2n+ 1) + 2szeB (2)

• Spectrum has three quantum numbers:

B n = 0, 1, 2 . . .
B −∞ ≤ pz ≤ +∞
B sz = ±1

2

• Consider n = 0. For sz = −1
2 the spectrum (2) becomes

E2 = p2
z massless 1-dimensional fermion (3)

for sz = +1
2 there is no massless mode

• For n > 0 there is no cancellation between eB(2n + 1) and 2szeB
term
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Chiral anomaly explained

• Consider Landau levels:

E2 = p2
z + eB(2n+ 1) + 2e ~B · ~s

• Particles with ~B · ~s < 0 have
massless branches:

E =

{
−pz move down along z-axis
pz move up along z-axis

• Dirac vacuum ↔ all states E < 0
are filled:

B E = −pz < 0 ⇒ ~p · ~s < 0 – left
particles

B E = pz < 0 ⇒ ~p · ~s > 0 – right
particles

Right particle with electric charge eR
 in magnetic field B 

Landau energy levels

Asymmetric branch on n=0 Landau level

E(pz)= cpz 

 
Ε(pz)

pz

Particles creation from vacuum

In applied electric field E :

 pz = eRE

 Particles from negative energy levels of Dirac vacuum 

are pushed into positive energy levels of matter

n = (1  / 4π2) [(eR)2 - (eL)
2 ] E•B

e R

n=0

n=-1

n=-2

n=1

n=2

•       

•       

						  Chiral anomaly

left particles can 

compensate the effect 

if

left-right symmetry

is exact
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Chiral anomaly explained

• Electric field ~E = Eẑ creates right particle (because pz(t) = pz(0) +

eEt)

• For particles of the other chirality the situation is opposite: such
electric field destroys such particles (creates hole in the Dirac sea)

MACIEJ KOCH-JANUSZ AND ZOHAR RINGEL PHYSICAL REVIEW B 89, 075137 (2014)

vanishing of the partition function Eq. (5), exactly as in the 2D
case.

III. ROBUSTNESS OF THE Z2 CHIRAL ANOMALY
TO INTERACTIONS

In this section, we show that the Z2 anomaly is robust to
electron-electron interactions provided that (i) the bulk gap
remains open and (ii) there is no direct coupling between
the gapless boundaries. Specifically, the orthogonality relation
implied by Eqs. (6) and (7) holds also for interacting TIs.
Another way to phrase it is to say that the boundary of an
interacting TI always supports a low-lying state which can be
excited by a full-flux insertion. In the next sections, we will
generalize this results to fractional TIs.

In the adiabatic limit, defined here as the limit in which
the rate of the flux insertion is much smaller than the level
spacing on the boundary, this result can be understood by
arguments similar to those used in Refs. [4,16]. Consider
the many-body spectrum of a single, translation-invariant
edge of a noninteracting TI with a fixed particle number.
For simplicity, let us assume that prior to the flux insertion
there is no Kramer’s degeneracy and the occupation of each
single-particle momentum state is that appearing in Fig. 1(a),
where full circles denote occupied states. Upon inserting half
of a flux quantum, one electron is pumped to the edge resulting
in a Kramer’s degeneracy and a momentum state occupation
shown in Fig. 1(b). Completing the flux insertion, one arrives
at an orthogonal state with momentum-state occupation as
in Fig. 1(c). The low-lying spectrum of the noninteracting

0 ! 2!

E

"

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

FIG. 1. Spectral motions of the noninteracting low-energy many-
body spectrum and occupation of single-particle momentum states as
a function of the adiabatically threaded flux !. Insertion of half of a
flux quantum results in one electron being pumped to the edge and a
Kramer’s degeneracy corresponding to momentum state occupation
shown in Fig. 1(b). Completing the flux insertion one arrives at an
orthogonal state with momentum-state occupation as in Fig. 1(c).
Alternatively, the many-body groundstate of a TI evolves into an
orthogonal state following a full-flux insertion and exhibits a level
crossing at " flux as shown in Fig. 1(d).

many-body system, depicted in Fig. 1(d) as a function of flux,
exhibits a level crossing at " flux.

The presence of a crossing in the spectrum as a function
of flux is a robust feature of the many-body spectrum, even
in the presence of interactions. Indeed, provided that TRS
is not explicitly broken and that edges remain decoupled,
the Karmer’s degeneracy point at " flux cannot be removed.
Thus, provided that the flux insertion is carried at a rate much
slower than the splitting at ! = 0, a level crossing occurs and
the ground state evolves into an excited state. Notably, this
argument holds also in the presence of a spontaneous TRS
breaking on the edge—in this case, the two states which cross
will be the two symmetry-related ground states. The splitting
between, and hence also the rate of flux insertion, will be
exponentially small in the system size. In fact, the only way
to remove this behavior without explicitly breaking TRS is to
couple the two boundaries, for example via a gapless excitation
in the bulk, thus allowing the spectral motions of the different
boundaries to unwind together.

Next, we re-establish this result using the anomaly ap-
proach. This is done by showing that the partition function
appearing in Eq. (5) remains zero also when the action is
non-Gaussian and contains interactions. This field theoretical
approach has some advantages over the above simpler consid-
erations. First, in the presence of fluctuating gauge fields, it
can be used to address the orthogonality relations in a gauge
invariant way. This will be useful when we turn to consider
projective/parton constructions of fractional TIs, where such
gauge fields naturally emerge. Furthermore, the anomaly
formalism will allow us to show that the above orthogonality
result persists even for nonadiabatic flux insertions.

To this end, we first choose a convenient regulator, which
is a sharp cutoff on the noninteracting action spectrum. This
cutoff has been used before to analyze the chiral anomaly [24].
Given a finite system in a finite temperature the path integral
representation of the partition function reduces to a finite
number of integrals. The interactions we consider are generic
density-density #̄$±s0# or spin-spin #̄$±sx# type terms on
one or the other edge, which we add to the action:

Sint = g±
0 (#̄[$± ! s0]#)2 + g±

x (#̄[$± ! sx]#)2. (13)

It is easy to verify that a term like #̄$+s0# acts on a single
edge but couples different chiralities.

We next use the idea of integrating out high-energy degrees
of freedom to derive an effective low-energy action. We take
this idea, however, to its absolute extreme, that is, we integrate
out everything but the zero-mode components:

Zint[m] =
!

d[#]e"S0(m)+Sint

! "

%=0,0̄

d[#%]

#
! "

n$=0

d[#n]e"S0[#0]"S0[#n]+Sint[#0,#n]

=
!

d[#0]d[#0̄] e"S0[#0]+Seff [#0], (14)

where S0[#0] % S0[#0](m) = im#̄0#0 + im#̄0̄#0̄. The ef-
fective action obtained upon integrating out higher mode

075137-4

• As a result:

– Total number of particles does not change
– Difference of left minus right appears – chiral anomaly!

• This only happens when ~E ‖ ~B (proportional to ~E · ~B)
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Axial anomaly

• One can see this for example by computing the diagram with two
electromagnetic vertices and one axial current Adler, Bell,

Jackiw

〈jµ5 〉
Aµ

Aν

• This diagram changes sign if we change all left particles into right
particles (Furry theorem). Therefore it is proportional to

triangular diagram =
[
e2(−1)− e2(+1)

]
F (p, εµ, εν)

• In general, any triangular diagram factorizes into some momentum
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Axial anomaly

integral, multiplied by

Anomaly cancellation condition =

∑
left

e2
LQL −

∑
right

e2
RQR


where eL, eR are gauge charges of left/right particles and QL, QR are charges
with respect to the global symmetry

• Anomaly means that the notion of left and right chirality for
massless fermions is not gauge invariant

• What if current in the vertex is the gauge current? Anomaly of a
gauge symmetry renders theory inconsistent (non-unitary):

∂ν

(
∂µF

µν = jν
)

=⇒ 0 = ∂νj
ν

• Gauge anomaly cancels if charges of “vector-like” (for each fermion
eL = eR). For example, electrodynamic is vector like.
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U(1) model

• Consider two Dirac fermions b = (bL, bR) and ` = (`L, `R), charged
with respect to a gauge group U(1) in the following way:

−Q(bL) = Q(`L) = e

Q(bR) = Q(`R) = 0

• The Lagrangian has the form

L = b̄
(
/∂−e

2
A/(1− γ5)

)
b+mbb̄b+ ¯̀

(
/∂+

e

2
A/(1− γ5)

)
`+m`

¯̀̀

– U(1) theory with chiral gauge group

• This theory does not have gauge anomaly, as “anomaly
cancellation condition” is satisfied:

Q(bL)3 +Q(`L)3 −Q(bR)3 −Q(`R)3 = 0
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U(1) model

• At classical level the theory has two global U(1) symmetries:

b→ eiαb and `→ eiβ`

with the corresponding Nöther currents:

Jµb = b̄γµb ; Jµ` = ¯̀γµ`

you can think of corresponding conserved charges as analog of baryon and
lepton number

• Are these symmetries anomalous?

• Compute anomaly cancellation condition for Jµb :

(−e)2(+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
bL

+ e2 × 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
`L

− 02 × (+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
bR

− 02 × 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
`R

= −e2 6= 0

⇒ symmetry Jµb is anomalous (same is true for Jµ` )
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U(1) model

In the theory with vector-like symmetries but chiral gauge charges
these vector-like symmetries are anomalous!
(if both gauge interactions and symmetries are vector-like ⇒ there is no
anomaly)
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To summarize: quantum anomaly

• Notion of chirality (left/right particles) may get incompatible with
requirement of gauge invariants in quantum theories.

• In this case the chirality (or the number of left minus right particles)
changes if one turns out field configurations proportional to ~E · ~B.

• Anomalies in general appear when there is

B Chiral current in the background of vector-like gauge fields
B Vector-like current in the background of chiral gauge fields
B Chiral current in the background of chiral gauge fields
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Standard Model
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Gauge anomalies in the Standard Model

• BUT! in the SM electroweak interactions are chiral. If the notion of
chirality is not-gauge invariant – how SM can be consistent?

• There are many left and many right states in the SM. If you sum
them up – they cancel all anomalies

From Peskin & Schroeder [Sec. 20.2]
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Anomalous fermion numbers non-conservation

• Baryon number in the Standard Model:

JµB =
1

3
(ūγµu+ d̄γµd+ other quarks)

where u = (uL, uR), etc. – vector like U(1) symmetry. Same is true for
the lepton number JµL

• However, only left-chiral components couple to the SU(2) gauge
field

• SU(2) gauge fields: three gauge components Aaµ, a = 1, 2, 3

• The non-conservation of baryon and lepton numbers is given by

∂µJ
µ
B = ∂µJ

µ
L =

Nfg
2

32π2

3∑
a=1

FaµνF̃µνa
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Anomalous fermion numbers non-conservation

where Fµν is the SU(2) field strength:

Faµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ + gεabcAbµA

c
ν

F̃µν = 1
4εµναβF

αβ is the dual field strength (εµναβ is the Levi-Civita tensor)

Problems: Recall that in the electrodynamics the electric and magnetic fields are
defined from the field strength Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ as Ei = F0i and Hi =
1
2εijkF

jk, where i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 are spatial indexes

• Show that the dual field strength tensor F̃µν = 1
4εµναβF

αβ interchanges ~E ↔
~H, i.e. Hi = F̃0i and Ei = 1

2εijkF̃
jk

• Show that FµνF µν = F̃µνF̃
µν = ~E2 − ~H2

• Show that FµνF̃ µν = 4~E · ~H
• Show that FµνF̃ µν is full 4-divergence, i.e. FµνF̃ µν = ∂µK

µ where Kµ is some
4-vector
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Anomalous baryon number non-conservation

• The total baryon number non-conservation is given by

∆B =

t2∫
t1

dt
dB

dt
=
Nfg

2

8π2

∫ t2

t1

dt

∫
dV

3∑
a=1

~Ea · ~Ha

Nf = 3 – number of
generations of fermions

g – SU(2) coupling
constant, g

2

4π ∼
1
30

Eai ≡ Fa0i; Hai ≡ F̃a0i

• Recall that in U(1) theory∫
dV ~E · ~B =

dNCS

dt

where we defined the Chern-Simons number

NCS =
g2

96π2

∫
d3x ~A · ~B

a very similar formula holds for non-Abelian SU(2) fields
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Anomalous baryon number non-conservation

To generate non-zero baryon number in transitions from t1 → t2,
we need fluctuations of the SU(2) gauge that change NCS:

B(t2)−B(t1) = Nf

[
NCS(t2)−NCS(t1)

]
Immediate questions:

• If baryon number is not conserved in the Standard Model – why
proton is stable?

• How possible are the configurations with non-zero ~Ea · ~Ha?? How
often do they occur at T = 0 and at high temperatures?

• ∆B ∝ g2
∫
~E · ~H =⇒ ~E · ~H ∝ 1

g2 ⇒ energy density of the SU(2)
gauge field is ∝ ~E2 + ~H2 ∝ 1

g2. What do they mean?
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Chern-Simons number

• Example: configuration with ~A(~x) = A0

(
sin(kz), cos(kz), 0

)
has the magnetic field ~B = curl ~A = ~B(~x) = k ~A(~x)

• Magnetic energy density

ρB = lim
V→∞

1

V

∫
dV

~B2

2
=

1

2
k2A2

0

• Its Chern-Simons number density:

nCS = lim
V→∞

1

V

∫
dV ~A · ~B = kA2

0

• NCS 6= 0 means that the field is “helical”

• Notice that we can send k → 0 and A0 →∞ so that

nCS = const but ρB → 0
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Space of all fields

⇒ Configurations with nCS 6= 0 have same energy as vacuum ( ~B = 0).
Arbitrary configuration of gauge fields has higher energy

• The same is true for the SU(2) + Higgs field system:

Volume 155B, number  1,2 PHYSICS LETTERS 16 May 1985 

E .ai  
n=4 n=0 2., ~0. n=l A,~O 

Fig. 1. Schematic  dependence of the static energy o f  the 
gauge-Hlggs system upon  the configurat ion (,4 (x), ,; (x)) Min- 
ima of  this curve correspond to the vacuum states with differ- 
ent  topological (and baryon) numbers  Conf lgura tmn (A*, ~0") 
is the saddle point  of  the energy functmnal .  

To estimate the rate of  the fermmn-number non- 
conservation (at thermodynamic equilibrium) we have 
to study the number of  level crossmgs per unit time 
per unit volume; we do this to the lowest order In ~t, 
in particular, we neglect the effects of  fermlons on the 
fluctuations of  the bosonic fields. 

We recall the standard ptcture o f  the vacuum struc- 
ture in gauge theories [17] (see fig. I) The vacua with, 
say, n = 1 and n = 0 differ by a topologically non- 
trivial gauge transformation, and the level crossing oc- 
curs a tA = A , ,  ~0 = ~0, [15]. Therefore, the rate of  
level crossings coincides with the rate of  the transi- 
tions from the regions left to (,4,, ¢ , )  to that right to 
(A,,  ~0,). The latter can be evaluated with the use of 
the theory of  the "vacuum" decay at finite tempera- 
ture [9] wtuch states that this rate is proportional to 
e x p ( - S )  where S ts  the actmn for the appropriate 
periodic (up to twist) solution to the euclidean field 
equations with period T At sufficiently h i g h  tem- 
peratures (including those under discussion) the dom- 
inant contribution comes from static gauge and Higgs 
fieldsAcl(X), ~0cl(X), extremlzlng the free energy F 
[9] ; this extremum should, in fact be a saddle point 
[9] (cf ref. [18]). In that case the transition rate IS 
proportional to exp [ - F ( A c l  , ~0cl)/r ] . 

At temperatures under discussion, the free energy 
functmnal is approximately equal to the static energy 
with o(T), gw(T),  3`(T) substituted for v, gw, 3  ̀[ 19], 
I.e. ( i , j  = 1, 2, 3)  

F= f d3x (-[1/2g2w(r)] TI F 2 + (D , : )  ~ (D , : )  

+ 3`(T) [~t~ _ u2(r ) /2]  2}. (2) 

The saddle point configuration extremlzIng the right- 

hand side ofeq.  (2) has been found in refs. [20,8] m 
a &fferent context, it has the form (r a being Pauh 
mamces, r 2 = x 2) 

Atcl = i (etlk xl rk/r 2) f ( ~ ) ,  ( 3 a )  

Cot = Iv (T)/,,/2-] h (~) (1T a Xa/f ) ( ? ), (3 b) 

where ~j =gw ( T ) o ( T ) r  and the functions f(~j) and 
h (/j) have the following asymptotlcs' 

f ( 0 )  = h (0) = 0, f(~o) = h (oo) = 1. (4) 

The free energy of  this configuration is 

F = [2Mw(T)/aw(T)] B(3`(T)/aw(T)), (5) 

where Mw (T) =-~ gwo(T) and the numerical values 
of  B(3`/aw) vary fiom 1 5 to 2.7 for 3`/a w varying 
from 0 to oo [8]. We find that the rate of  the fermion- 
number non-conservation is 

dNf  [ 2Mw(T ) \ 
Nfdt  - TC exp [ -  ~ B(3`(T)/aw(T))), (6) 

where the pre-exponentlal factor T is Introduced on 
dimensional grounds and C depends on u(T)/T as well 
as on the coupling constants (the evaluation of  C in- 
volves the calculation of  various determinants m the 
background fields (3) and will not be attempted here). 

This rate should be compared with the expansion 
rate of  the universe, r u l~Nel/f2 T2/Mp1, w h e r e  N e f  f 
is the effective number o f  degrees of  freedom. One im- 
mediately obtains that the rate (6)exceeds ru  1 at T 
> T*, where T* is approximately given by the follow- 
lng relation. 

T* = [2Mw(T*)/a w ln(Mp1/Z*)]B(3`/aw) (7) 

[we use the fact that c~ w and 3, are slowly varying 
functions of  T, we also consider In (Mp1/T) as a large 
number and neglect In C in comparison with In (Mp1 / 
T)].  So, at T >  T* the fermlon-number non-conserv- 
ing processes are at equilibrium, while at T <  T* the 
fermlon-number non-conservation is switched off  .2 
The actual number of  T* depends on the value of  3 .̀ 
For 3  ̀~ g 2  it is typically well below T c and still larger 

*2 At T '~  T* the dominant  contr ibut ion to the fermlon-num- 
bet  non-conservatmn rate comes from the t ime-dependent  
euchdean configurations of  the gauge and Higgs fields (at 
T = 0 these are mstan tons)  However, the rate turns out  to 
be much  less than ru  1 , so that m fact our conclusion re- 
m ams. 
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• The height of this barrier is

Ebarrier ≈
2MW

αW
∼ 10 TeV
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Transitions with ∆NCS 6= 0

• At zero energy to change NCS one needs to tunnel through the
barrier. The probability is given by

Ptunnel ∼ e−
4π
αW ∼ 10−160

– therefore proton is stable

• At finite temperatures the rate of transition becomes unsuppressed:

Γsph(T ) =



(αWT )
4
αW log(1/αW ), T & Ebarrier

(αWT )
4

(
Ebarrier

T

)7

exp

(
−
Ebarrier

T

)
, T . Ebarrier

exp

(
−

4π

αW

)
, T = 0

• Each fluctuation of SU(2) field with ∆NCS = 1 creates 9 quarks +
3 leptons violating both baryon and lepton number but leaving B−L
conserved
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Sakharov condition-II
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C- and CP-non-conservation

• C- and CP-symmetries change all charges including baryon
number:
C |p〉 = |p̄〉, C |n〉 = |n̄〉, C |e−〉 = |e+〉, etc.

• If these symmetries were conserved in the early Universe this
would mean that for any process, changing baryon number, there
is another process, restoring baryon number. Namely, if

X1 +X2 + · · · → Y1 + Y2 + . . .

change baryon number by +1, then there is a process:

X̄1 + X̄2 + · · · → Ȳ1 + Ȳ2 + . . .

in which baryon number changes by−1 and their probabilities are
the same.
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CP non-conservation in the SM

• All CP-non-conservation effects in the SM are in the quark sector

• These are complex phases of Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mass
matrix

• In analogy with neutrino mass matrix, one needs at least 3 flavours
to have a possibility for the presence of complex phase that cannot
be removed by field redefinition (CP-violation)

• There are two types of quark matrices: Mu for “up-quarks” (u,c,t)
andMd for “down-quarks” (d,s,b). Up-sector can be made diagonal,
and the Md is non-diagonal in flavour space.

• Notice, that some elements of these matrices do not play role in
physical processes and can be reabsorbed in the redefinition of
fields
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CP non-conservation in the SM at T 6= 0

• The lowest order in mass CP-non-invariant expression that is
invariant under all possible quark fields redefinitions is given by

JCP = Im Tr
(
M4
uM

4
dM

2
uM

2
d

)
∝ m4

tm
4
bm

2
cm

2
s sin δCP ∼ 104 GeV12

where δCP is the CP-violating phase that can be measured from
kaon decays

• Notice that JCP/T
12
sph ∼ 10−20, where Tsph is a temperature of

sphaleron freeze-out – a number much smaller than the baryon
asymmetry (that we expect to be of the order 10−10)
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Deviation from thermal equilibrium

• In thermal equilibrium any quantity is defined in a unique way
as a function of temperature and possibly a number of some
conserved charges Q or corresponding chemical potentials

• To any equilibrium process (changing C, CP, B, or any other
quantity) there is a reverse process, changing any charge in the
opposite direction. As a result for example, the total baryon charge
〈B〉 will approach its equilibrium value Beq(T,Q, . . . ) – a unique
function of T and values of other conserved charges.

• Notice, that if a model does not have any conserved chargesQ 6= 0,
than in equilibrium baryon number (also, lepton number or any other
quantum number will be equal to zero:

Density matrix %̂ = e−Ĥ/T is CPT invariant (CPT theorem), while
any charge Q changes sign under CPT. Therefore in equilibrium

〈Q〉 = Tr
(
Q̂%̂
)

= Tr
(
Q̂(CPT)%̂

)
= Tr

(
−Q̂%̂

)
=⇒ 〈Q〉 = 0
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Problems about thermal equilibrium

1. Estimate within the Fermi theory at what temperatures weak
interactions enter thermal equilibrium? At what temperatures they
go out of thermal equilibrium again?

2. At high temperatures (T � 100 GeV) one can speak about
unbroken SU(2) × U(1) electroweak symmetry. The interaction is
characterized by “weak oupling constant” αW =

g2
W

4π ≈ 1
30. Estimate,

at what temperatures typical electroweak reactions are in thermal
equilibrium? (Hint: use the analogy with the electromagnetic interactions)

3. Below temperatures T � 100 GeV electroweak symmetry is
broken and one can speak about electromagnetic interactions.
Estimate at what temperatures electromagnetic processes enter
thermal equilibrium. At what temperatures they go out of thermal
equilibrium again?

4. At temperatures T � 100 GeV interactions of sterile neutrino with
other leptons can be described by the analog of Fermi theory (with
the “sterile Fermi constant” G′F = θ ∗GF , where θ ∼ 10−5). At what
temperatures such sterile neutrinos enter thermal equilibrium and
go out of thermal equilibrium.
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Thermal equilibrium in the SM

• We saw that all the SM processes containing quarks (particle,
carrying baryon number) are in thermal equilibrium in the early
Universe down to temperatures ∼ 1 MeV when proton and neutron
freeze-out. Therefore, they cannot be responsible for generation of
baryon asymmetry of the Universe?

• What are physical processes can violate thermal equilibrium
conditions?
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Phase transitions in the early Universe

PHASE TRANSITIONS IN THE

EARLY UNIVERSE
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Spontaneous symmetry breaking

00

V

0

V

a b

ϕ ϕ ϕ

Massive scalar

V (φ) =
m2

2
φ2 +

λ

4
φ4

Spontaneous symmetry breaking

VSSB(φ) = −m
2

2
φ2 +

λ

4
φ4 + V0 (4)

Minimum at φ2
0 = m2

λ
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Problems: symmetry breaking

1. Expand the potential (4) around the true minimum φ0 and find the
mass of the particle. Notice that it is not equal to m2!

2. Generalize the potential (4) for the case of U(1) charged scalar
field with the charge q (i.e. φ is the complex field and gauge
transformation acts as φ→ eiqξφ)

3. Introduce the gauge field Aµ and write the kinetic term for the
charged scalar field φ (changing ordinary derivative ∂µ to covariant
derivative Dµ = ∂µ + qAµ). Show that at the minimum of the
potential VSBB the gauge field becomes massive. Find the mass
of the gauge field

4. Introduce the charged fermions, coupled to the field φ via Yukawa
interaction fψ̄φψ. Show that when φ is at the minimum of the
potential (4) the Yukawa term becomes the Dirac mass term for the
fermion.
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Symmetry breaking at finite temperatures

• What happens with the system at finite temperatures (e.g. when
T 4 ∼ V0)?

• Consider free energy per unit volume of the scalar field in the
homogeneous and isotropic Universe:

VEFF(φ, T ) ≡ Free energy/Volume

• At low temperatures VEFF(φ, T ) ≈ VSBB(φ)

• The minimum of effective potential 〈φ〉T is determined from the
usual condition of minimum ∂VEFF(φ,T )

∂φ = 0 while ∂2VEFF(φ,T )
∂φ2 > 0
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Effective potential

• What is the form of VEFF(φ, T )? Consider the situation when the
temperature is high T � 〈φ〉T . Qualitatively in this situation all the
particles have masses m(φ) ∝ 〈φ〉T and m(φ)� T . In this limit one
would expect that the change in free energy density (is given by)

VEFF(φ, T ) ≈ VSBB(φ) + T 4
∑

all massive particles

ci
m2
i (φ)

T 2

• Then we have

VEFF(φ, T ) ≈ (−λv2 + αT 2)φ2 + λφ4

where

α =
1

12v2
(6M2

W+3M2
Z+6m2

t ) – heaviest particles to which Higgs couples

• If T >
√

λ
αv then φ = 0 is the minimum of the system
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1st order phase transition

D ABC

φ0

V( ) −V(0)φ

Proper treatment of quantum
corrections gives

VEFF =
α

24
(T 2 − T 2

c2)φ2 − γTφ3 + λφ4

D: single minimum at φ = 0
symmetric phase

C: second (local) minimum appears at
φ 6= 0. The distance between two
minima always finite!

B: Minimum at φ 6= 0 is a true
minimum separate from the
metastable vacuum at φ = 0
by potential barrier

A: T = 0, φmin = φ0
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Phase transitions

Two main types of phase transitions:

• I order – Discontinuity of ∂F∂T ∝ 〈φ〉T (left).

• II order – No discontinuity of 〈φ〉T (right).
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First-order phase transition



Higgs phase

 

Higgs phase



Higgs phase

symmetric

phase
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2nd order phase transition

ABC

0

V( ) – V(0)

ϕ

ϕ
VEFF = −m

2

2
φ2 +

λ

4
φ4 +

λT 2

2
φ2

Tc =
m√
λ

C: T > Tc single minimum at φ = 0
symmetric phase

B: At T ≤ Tc a minimum at φ 6=
0 appears, φ = 0 becomes

maximum. 〈φ〉T =

√
T 2
c−T 2

λ .
Notice that 〈φ〉T ∝

√
Tc − T –

starts from 0 at T = Tc (unlike
the 1st order P.T.)

A: T = 0, φmin = φ0
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Phase transitions

In the presence of the temperature, the potential for the field φ can
change:

VEFF(φ, T ) = λ

[
φ4

4
+
φ2

2

(
T 2

4
− v2

)]

Tc = 2v

From http://www.phys.uu.nl/˜prokopec
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2nd order phase transition

Back to Sakharov
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First-order phase transition



Higgs phase

 

Higgs phase



Higgs phase

symmetric

phase
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First-order phase transition

v

v

v

q

q

q

q

_

q
_

q
_

B is conserved

B = 0/

B is not conserved

B = 0
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BAU in the SM

• In the SM all the conditions seems to be satisfied:

– CP is violated
– Baryon number may not be non-conserved: it can be created

from lepton number by non-perturbative processes active at high
temperature

– There may be phase transitions (EW, QCD).

• However, experimental bounds on the SM parameters show that
this does not happen!
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Leptogenesis

• Sphaleron processes violate B + L but do not affect B − L charge.

• If at T > Tsph you generate non-zero lepton number via some
process (so that B − L becomes 6= 0) . . .

• . . . then sphalerons will “transform L into B” (so that, for example, in
the SM plasma one gets B = 28

79(B − L) and L = −51
79(B − L))

Khlebnikov & Shaposhnikov, “The Statistical Theory of Anomalous Fermion Number
Nonconservation” Nucl. Phys. B308 (1988) 885-912

This class of scenarios is called
LEPTOGENESIS
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Sterile neutrinos and leptogenesis

There exist three classes of leptogenesis scenario related to sterile
neutrinos:

Thermal leptogenesis: Fukugita & Yanagida’86

Works for MN ∼ 1012 GeV

Resonant leptogenesis: Pilaftsis, Underwood’04–’05

Works for MN1 ≈MN2 ∼MW and |MN1 −MN2| �MN1,N2

Leptogenesis via oscillations: Akhmedov, Smirnov & Rubakov’98

Asaka &Shaposhnikov’05

Works for MN1 ≈MN2 .MW and |MN1 −MN2| �MN1,N2
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The main idea of thermal leptogenesis

• “Sufficiently heavy” sterile neutrinos can decay into left leptons +
Higgs

N1

L
c

H

NN 11

NN 22

LL

LL

HH

HH

∗
λλ λ

Fig. from Strumia & Vissani

• Due to their Majorana mass these decays break lepton number
(N → L+H and N → L̄+ H̄)

• Decay rate Γtot ∝ |F |2MN

• Tree level decay of N1 → L+H (the first graph):

Γ =
|F |2M1

8π
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The main idea of thermal leptogenesis

– complex phase does not contributes, so not satisfied 2nd
Sakharov condition

• Need to take into account loop effects (graphs 2 and 3)

• The resulting ηB ∝ 10−3|F |2 ⇒ |F |2 ∼ 10−7 ⇒ MN ∼ 1012 GeV

• Such sterile neutrinos would add corrections to the Higgs mass of
the order of |F |2M2

N ∼ 1014 GeV2 � M2
Higgs — gauge hierarchy

problem!
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Resonant leptogenesis

• Can lighter sterile neutrinos provide leptogenesis?

• Yes! but still ηB ∝ |F |2 and one needs to compensate smaller
Yukawas (the smaller is the mass, the smaller are the Yukawa couplings)

N1

L
c

H

NN 11

NN 22

LL

LL

HH

HH

∗
λλ λ

• If masses of two sterile neutrinos approximately equal, then in
the last diagram the production of lepton number is enhanced by

M1Γtot
(M1 −M2)2 + Γ2

tot

• Leptogenesis possible for MN ∼MW !
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Leptogenesis via oscillations
Akhmedov,
Smirnov,
Rubakov’98

Asaka,
Shaposhnikov
’05

• As MN decreases, the Majorana nature of particles plays lesser
role. Can one get a leptogenesis for MN � Tsph

• Recall, that sphalerons (SU(2) gauge configurations) convert
lepton number stored in left lepton doublets into the baryon
number.

• Can it be that total lepton number = 0 but is distributed between
sectors:

Lepton # of left ν = −Lepton # of NI 6= 0

sterile neutrinos are Majorana particles, so for them role of lepton number is
played by helicity

• Need at least two sterile neutrinos with MN1 ≈MN2
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Leptogenesis via oscillations
Akhmedov,
Smirnov,
Rubakov’98

1) Need to choose at least two sterile neutrinos that do not
thermalize until Tsph

• At T > mt thermalization goes via Higgs exchange N + t ↔ ν + t or
H ↔ N + ν, . . .

• Γtherm ∼
9|F |2f2

t
64π3 compares to H(T ) at Teq ∼ 5MN .

• Therefore, if MN < MW – particles not thermalized until sphalerons freeze-
out

2) Sterile neutrinos are produced (e.g. via H → N + ν)
no lepton number is any sectors so far!

3) Sterile neutrinos oscillate into each other in the CP-violating way
recall, that we can have CP-phases in the Yukawa matrix of sterile neutrinos!

4) This generate some effective “lepton number” in sterile (and,
therefore, in active) sectors
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Leptogenesis via oscillations

• The frequency oscillation between two neutrinos with massesM1 ≈
M2 is given by

ωosc ∼
M2

1 −M2
2

EN
≈ MN∆M(T )

T

• If ωosc � H(Tsph) – many oscillations had occurred by the time of
sphaleron freeze-out and lepton number is “washed out”

• If ωosc � H(Tsph) – essentially no oscillations had occurred and
lepton number in the sterile sector did not have time to develop

• Optimal condition:

ωosc ∼
T 2

sph

M∗
=⇒

(
M∗MN∆M(T )

)1/3 ∼ Tsph
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Leptogenesis via oscillations
Canetti &
Shaposhnikov’10
[1006.0133]
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• Mechanism works down to MN ∼ 1 MeV

• Roughly ∆M(Tsph) ∼ matm

(
1 GeV
MN

)
• This leptogenesis do no have to stop at T ∼ Tsph. Lepton

asymmetry continues to be generated below sphaleron freeze-
out
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Baryon asymmetry in the Universe

• Sterile neutrinos with the masses from 1 MeV to 1012 GeV can be
responsible for generation of baryon asymmetry of the Universe
through leptogenesis

• Heavy particles (MN ∼ 1012 GeV) would lead to the gauge
hierarchy problem

• Almost degenerate particles with the masses from MN ∼ MW can
produce baryon asymmetry through either resonant leptogenesis
(Majorana nature of particles plays crucial role) or via coherent
CP-violating oscillations – total lepton number is non-zero but the
active neutrinos acquire an effective lepton number

• The latter mechanism allows for lepton asymmetry to be generated
below the sphaleron freeze-out temperature. Therefore, it is
possible that ηL � ηB in such models
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